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I feel both pleased and honoured to find myself amongst those

who were invited to contribute towards the Centenary number of

this Bulletin, because "Singapore" (meaning the Botanic Garden)

is one of the important centres of botanical research in insular Asia.

There is, and was, a marked parallel relationship in that Singapore

was, in a way, an affiliation of Kew and Bogor of Leiden. In addi-

tion, there were close bonds between Singapore and Bogor in the

Far East and between Kew and Leiden in Europe.

When speaking of these four places it must be stated that the

relationships between them were, in more recent times, principally

maintained by the respective herbaria, all of which are younger

than the botanical gardens they belong to or are connected with.

And since the present commemoration actually deals with the

garden it may be stated first that in this respect Leiden is the senior

institution, since its botanical garden was created shortly after the

establishment of the University (1575), viz. in 1587. Followed

Kew in 1759 (as a Royal Garden; 1841 as National Gardens),

Bogor (Buitenzorg) in 1817, and Singapore in 1859.

From times immemorial botanical gardens were institutions with

a prevailingly practical aim, viz. the study of medicinal plants. As
far as means of conveyance permitted there was an ever increasing

exchange of material and many gardens organised collecting trips

in order to augment their assortment. In this way a great number
of useful plants, medicinal and otherwise, became known or better

known and in the nineteenth century quite a number of large tro-

pical crops owed their origin and extension to being first studied in

botanic gardens, e.g. pararubber (Hevea), quinquina (Cinchona),

coffee (Coffea), tea (Thea) and numerous others.

In later years when experimental gardens and stations were

created, the original aims of botanical gardens gradually shifted to

these specialised institutions, and while the study of the flora was
transmitted to the herbaria which naturally grew out of collections

of dried specimens of the local flora in and around the gardens

proper, the latter more and more served as open air (and hothouse)

museums of the wealth of plant forms with both decorative and
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scientific purposes; decorative so as to indulge in the growing

demand of recreation by town-dwelling people and their natural

craving to admire the wonders of plant life; scientific so as to meet

the increasing necessity of developing sciences such as plant phy-

siology, biochemistry, experimental taxonomy, and the like.

As a matter of course the aims and purposes of the temperate

gardens and tropical ones soon diverged. The first-named ones, in

casu Kew and Leiden, grew next to indigens such plants from as

many different vegetational and floristic areas as they could lay

hands on, and various artificial habitats were created for these

according to their ecological preferences and exigencies. The tro-

pical gardens, i.e. Singapore and Bogor, naturally showed first of

all a display of the surrounding vegetational riches and furthermore

strove for the cultivation of tropical plants other than their own.

In the meantime, as we said, herbaria came into operation. Old

collections of dry plant specimens, some of these as old or even

older than the garden whose property they were or became, were

assembled and arranged. Much new material was added, more and

more intentionally and methodically, as collectors or expeditions

were sent out, and gradually a worldwide system of exchange of

duplicates as well as of borrowing and lending on behalf of mono-
graphic work was brought about.

Whereas thus a wealth of information was obtained, catalogued,

and systematically published, it soon appeared that the floras of

all countries and particularly those of tropical areas whose study

had been tackled at a much later date than that of temperate ones,

was unbelievably richer in every respect than had been long anti-

cipated. It is now recognized that our knowledge of the more inti-

mate details of the vegetable kingdom is still in its infancy. Again
the temperate situation differs from the tropical one. In temperate

countries the higher plants are generally fairly well known specifi-

cally although much work has still to be done on variability, specific

and infra-specific limits, and nomenclature. The study of lower

plants (Thallophyta), however, which started little over one hun-
dred years ago when the microscope got its first modern construc-

tion, is now well under way and shows an unexpected and bewilder-

ing wealth of forms and products, particularly in the fungi.

The tropical countries are, also in this respect, still very much
"underdeveloped". The causes of this are not only that western

science started its investigation there at a relatively late date, but

that their flora appeared to be infinitely more diversified than that

of e.g. N.W. Europe (which, among its temperate sisters, is parti-

cularly poor as a consequence of the comparatively recent glacial

periods). It has taken some considerable time to arrive at the
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recognition that on studying life phenomena, biologists should have

started in the tropics with their optimal environmental conditions

rather than in any temperate climate. Unfortunately at the time

when western science consciously penetrated in those areas, the

basis of many sciences and their terminology had already been

laid and this has been the cause of the fact that all too long tropical

life has been considered a special case of temperate phenomena,
instead of the reverse.

Today, our knowledge of tropical plants is still scanty. That of

higher plants, though tolerably good in and near cultural centres

such as in S. Malaya, W. Java, and S. Luzon, is very much inade-

quate regarding such large areas as central Borneo, New Guinea

and a number of remote smaller islands. Practically every explorer

in those parts collects numerous unknown species and is even likely

to discover new genera.

As to the lower plants such as fungi and algae (including kelps),

our knowledge is entirely haphazard and we still have to find our

way in this enormous terra incognita. Everybody knows how much
the life of tropical peoples depends on their surrounding plant

world. But even though their very intimate daily contact with that

plant world is the outcome of an association of tens of thousands of

years, it should not be believed that nothing in it can be improved

and that nothing is to be added. On the contrary. Already science

has revealed many useful particulars of plants so far unrecognized.

A striking example is that of the unpretentious shrub Rauwolfia,

practically unknown only a few years ago, now of extensive fame

as a producer of a very effective remedy against high blood pres-

sure. Numerous other plants containing substances which are sur-

mised to be of potential value to men are still unknown phyto-

chemically, numerous others doubtless are still to be discovered

and native plantlore may serve as a guide where to look for them.

But also among the lower plants untold riches and possibilities

are undoubtedly stored away. Already certain fungi play a very

important part in native food stuffs but our knowledge of their

processes is extremely scanty and many of them are waiting to be

accurately investigated, cultivated, hybridized and segregated in

order to give them their optimal efficiency.

For all this the botanic garden, its affiliations and its incorporated

institutes, including the herbaria, are there to serve as an indispens-

able tool and medium to be used for the benefit of the people.

At present, the relationships between the four botanic gardens

is rather more platonic than practical, though I do not underrate

the value of occasional exchanges. But the emphasis of the co-

operation clearly lies on the work of the herbaria. Of these again
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